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The effects of magnetic field (B) quenching on positronium (Ps) are studied in solid thorium phosphate by using both the lifetime spectroscopy (LS) and Doppler broadening (DBARL) techniques, in view of gaining information on the pick-off decay rate constant of positronium singlet state (p-Ps) and compare it to that of the triplet state (o-Ps). At B=O, the longest lifetime is r; -700 ps, with an intensity of some 23 %. The effects of B on LS parameter R (normalized integral of counts in a time window) show that r; is ascribable to o-Ps. Fitting the variations with B of both R and r q (lifetime of the m=O o-Ps substate) requires two phenomenological parameters : (i) the contact density parameter, q-0.22 and (ii) either an additional contact density parameter, q'o0.36, or a p-Ps pick-off decay constant, hpo1=2.59 ns-l, different from that of o-Ps, hpo3=llr~ . Resolving the deconvoluted DBARL spectra to derive the intensity of the intrinsic decay component at B=O gives a better agreement with the first (q,ql) than with the second (q,hpol) of these possibilities.
1.Introduction.
Although essentially intrinsic, the annihilation of p-Ps in matter involves some contribution fiom pick-off, the dominant annihilation mode of o-Ps by which the positron in positronium annihilates with a strange electron of the atoms of the surrounding medium. Whether the p-Ps and o-Ps pick-off decay rate constants are equal or not is still controversial. Among other aspects, this question is relevant to the o-Pslp-Ps formation ratio as inferred from measurements of the o-Ps (through LS) and p-Ps (through angular correlations, AC, or through DBARL) intensities : those p-Ps atoms which decay via pick-off annihilation do not participate to the narrow component of the momentum spectra.
On passing fiom vacuum to matter, any change in the overlap between the positron and electron wave fbnctions in Ps may be expressed through the phenomenological contact density parameter, q (q = 1 in vacuo). Theory predicts that q should affect both the Ps hyperfine splitting and intrinsic lifetime. From experiments on magnetic field effects, it is known that in solids q is often rather low (Ps is swollen) : for p-Ps, this results in a high pick-omintrinsic decay rate ratio as compared to liquids, where usually q is close to 1. It thus appeared promising to gain information on the p-Ps pick-off rate constant by examining the effects of B on Ps in a solid displaying a short o-Ps pick-off lifetime, using both LS and DBARL.
2. Experimental. The solid matrix was polycrystalline thorium phosphate prepared at high temperature and compressed into pellets. The LS spectrometer (plastic scintillators with light guides) had a resolution of 380 ps (1). At B=O, complementary measurements were made using hp = q'hs+hpol (2) and :
In the absence of any excited Ps states, one has q=ql ; the pick-off decay constants are denoted by hpo3=hi for o-Ps and hpol for p-Ps, while hs=8 ns-1 is the intrinsic p-Ps decay constant.
The LS data at B#O are expressed either through rq, obtained by fixing the parameters for o-Ps (m=f 1) (73, 13=21;/3) and 14, or through parameter R, which is the normalized ratio of integral of counts in a time window (ta, tb) chosen such as essentially only the longest lived components are present. Experimental error on rq : 40ps ; on R : 0.0 13. The DBARL data were collected using an hyperpure Ge detector with a resolution of 1.38 keV at 514 keV ( 8 5~r line). The spectra at B=O were deconvoluted and resolved into 3 gaussian components with intensities If and fwhm's Ti (a weak broad component was also present, as is usual in liquids too). Knowing IF=(100-41;/3)% from LS allows to derive r 2 , while and r 3 can be obtained with 1f and If either free or fixed to values calculated on working hypotheses.
Results and discussion.
3.1. LS data. Even at B=O, 7; is rather short (table I), indicating that Ps is trapped in a small void in the thorium phosphate lattice, with a radius of about 0.11 nm. Because of the magnetic quenching, both R ( fig. 1 ) and r 4 decrease with increasing B.
Although acceptable in view of the o values (see table l), the hypothesis of a single parameter (with q=q', treatment c) does not give good results for the fitting of R and rq ; in particular, the calculated variation of R is systematically too low at low B, and too high at B > 1 T. Table 1 . LS parameters at B = 0 and parameters derived from the effects of B on R and 74 (q, q', zpol) together with the resulting standard deviations (o) ; ta=l .6ns, tb=5ns. with two parameters : either q # q' and zpoj=rpol (hl), or q=q' and 7p03*Tpol (h2). In this case (hl or h2), there is an excellent agreement for the variations of R (solid line in fig. I ) and ~4 with B.
The results are similar whether R and rq are fitted alone or together, and with ta=1.6 or 1.8 ns.
3.2. DBARL results.
Only the hypothesis of two parameters was considered. By contrast with the LS data, the DBARL results should allow to discriminate between having either q and q' (hl) or q and rpol (h2) 
Resolving the deconvoluted DBARL spectra into 4 components (including the broad component) at B=O, with only 1; fixed to (100-41;/3)% gives l-2 = (2.75 f 0.02)keV and If =(4.9 f 0.9)%, which compares well with 1f=4.8 % as expected from hl, eq.(4), by contrast with IF=2.9 % as predicted by h2, eq.(5).
Conclusion.
The present results show that some information can be obtained on the pick-off lifetime of p-Ps by studying the effects of B in solids using both LS and DBARL or AC. In the present case however, the information is not clear-cut, because of the rather low value of the p-Ps intensity which brings the usehlness and accuracy of the DBARL technique at their extreme limits. Taking this into account, the data indicate that the p-Ps and o-Ps pick-off decay constants are similar. On this basis, it remains that two distinct contact density parameters are necessary to recover the variation with B of both R and 74. The exact physical meaning of these parameters, and particularly the ascription of q' to the presence of a Ps excited state, is still to be established. 
